
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of investment professional. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for investment professional

A 16 weeks paid Internship with a cohort of experienced professionals like
yourself
An opportunity to refresh your professional and technical skills via training
and on the job experiences
The chance to work on business critical projects with leaders
An opportunity to engage with senior bank leaders and trusted mentors
A platform to develop new relationships and broaden your professional
network
Coordinate the allocation of assets to legal entity balance sheets in various
jurisdictions considering insurance specific aspects of capital, risk and
liquidity, in close collaboration with portfolio management and legal entities
Contribute actively to the development of tools and quantitative frameworks
to analyze and optimize legal entity benchmarks and investment needs in
close collaboration with colleagues from Strategic Asset Allocation, Financial
Risk management and Investment Strategy
Co-lead the development of a framework to enhance the annual Strategic
Asset Allocation (SAA) study and the implementation of the SAA benchmarks
at the legal entity and portfolio level in close collaboration with the SAA and
Fixed Income Portfolio Management teams ( other stakeholders within the
Investment Group)
Co-lead the annual investment budgeting process and be involved in the
quarterly internal and external reporting cycle, including the preparation of
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Monitor the worldwide development of capital and risk-based regulatory
regimes with regards to investments and asset risks ( Solvency II , Swiss
Solvency Test, Bermuda Monetary Agency ) rating agency models (S&P,
Moody’s )

Qualifications for investment professional

Trading (desk) experience preferred
UK Licenses (or in the process of receiving them)
Minimum 2 years industry related experience with execution experience
Spanish & Portuguese fluency required
Experience in corporate taxation all phases of regulated investment company
taxation
Previous investment banking experience analyzing and executing M&A
transactions and financing


